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INTRODUCTION: The State of the Nation, Presidential Year 1932. 



Introduction: The state of the Nation, Presidential Year 1932. 

The presidential year 1932 arrived on a meager horizon. The Great 

Depression that had come crashing down on that October uBlack Tuesday" in 
-' 

1929 was still reigning. Industrial construction had plwmneted from 

$949,000,000 to an all time lovr of only $74,000,000. Less capital investmen 

necessitated employment cutbacks and so 13,000,000 people, one out of every 

four workingmen, were jobless.1 The number of jobs remained half of its 192~ 

. high with little ,sign of an upswing. Banks which had speculated found the~~ 

selves short of liquid assets when depositers sought rapid withdrawals. 

bebTeen 1930 and 1933, ",04 banks folded. In cold cash this meant that 

$3,432,000,000 disappeared from the paper economy. The gears of American 

free enterprise capitalism had slipped, starting a chain reaction in all 

domestic areas which was compounded by a similar international situation. 

'it/hat did all this mean in terms of the American public? It meant that 

financial magnates who once basked in dividends could barely pawn their 

General Hotors stock for $10.00 a share. Crazed bankrupt investors were 

committing suicide by jumping off buildings so regularly that a sardonic 

joke arose about hOi-v unsafe Wall street 'Nas for a stroll. 2 ;'~Can'lZontemporary 

man begin to comprehend that nearly 2,000,000 individuals roamed the streets 

and highways of this Itland of plenty" seeking a job but being content and 

fortunate to find a scrap to eat or a corner to sleep in? In New York City, 

for example, the make-shift shack uHooverville li for transients stretched 

thirty-eight blocks from 72nd to HOth Streets. 3 Jails were bulging, not 

t~th criminals, but ,~th people who preferred the warmth of a cell block to 

a park bench. 
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When ttOld-Timerslt reminisce about "how hard we suffered" their grand

children cannot comprehend and therefo~doubt the reality of the hardships 

endured. The shocking truth. supported by documented fact, is that the 

richest nation in the world. lithe land of the free.tlt'the land of milk and 

honey." was scraping the bottom of the barrel. It was not uncommon to see 

once prominent businessmen peddling pencils or apples on street corners. 

Formerly successful bankers bowed to polish shoes for the nickel it might 

net from the feli[ who could afford such luxuries. 

A vicious circle had been triggered by the stock market crash. Over

production clashed with underconsumption to create the gulf of unemployment 

disappearance into smoke of liquid assets. thus causing the sales of fuel. 

foodstuffs. and other staples to nosedive. This maldistribution of wealth 

in simple terms meant that one-third of the country~ s personal income 1-Tas 

nestled in the arms of 5% of the population. and even many of these had los 

all through speculation.4 

.tYes. we could smell the depression in the air, \I one 
writer remembered of Itthat historically cruel 't-rinter 
of 1932-3. which chilled so many of us like a world's 
end • • • • It was like a raw .'find; the very houses 
we lived in seemed to be shrinking. hopeless of real 
comfort. liS 

This Depression led to disillusionment concerning the Republican Party 

because the party in power unfortunately is saddled with the blame. whether 

fairly or not, for the crisis of their time. In the sticky month of June 

the Democrats met in Chicago to nominate the man "Tho ioi'ould succeed Herbert 

Hoover. 
As H.L. Hencken is supposed to have said, in 1932 a 
Chinaman running on a laundry ticket could have been 
elected against Hoover. The Democrats, hOlvever, did 
not run a Chinese but Franklin Delano Roosevelt of New York. 6 
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On the evening of July 2nd a propeller-plane winged its way through the 

stormy sky from Albany, New York, to the convention center in Chicago. 

Aboard was the man of the hour, the man in the wheelchair who, only eight 

years before, had reentered the political arena by nominating Al Smith for 

President•. NOVi his turn had arrived and, in an UlIlprecedented gesture of 

connnitment, he was flying to the "l..andy City't to accept the nomination per

sonal~. When he approached the ~ostrum, braced from hip-to-heel, he smiled 

cocked his head back in his soon-to-be famous pose of confidence and vowed: 

til pledge you, I pledge,., myself, to a new deal for 
the American people. tI 

Who rallied to the bandwagon of this Hyde Park aristocrat? ~fuo ,-Tere 

the tlNew Deal" supporters? Rarely has such a contradictory blend of Amer

icans banded together in support of one man. Roosevelt's following consiste 

of the liberal intellectuals and the businessmen on-the-make as well as the 

vast majority of the unemployed and persecuted minorities(Italians, Jews, 

Catholics, and Negroes). .In his Oim party he rallied the solid conservativ 

South to campaign side-by-side with the New York and Chicago machines. 

The bulk of America!~s labor force cautiously joined hands with the farmers 

and old line Progressives(epitomized by Republican Senators Norris and 

Lafollette) to canvas the nation in Roosevelt's behalf. Lastly, the all to 

forgotten womens' vote mustered behind the "unconventional" Eleanor Rooseve 

and the future Labor Secretary Frances Perkins.? The election of November 

was not so much a Democratic mandate as an anti-Republican denunciation. 

Herbert Hoover's failure to curb the Depression was Roosevelt~s chance 

ticket to the \fuite House. 
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Franklin D. Roosevelt is an amiable man with many 
philanthropic impulses, but he is not the dangerous 
enemy of anything, He is too eager to please. 
Franklin Roosevelt is no orusader. He is no tribune 
of the people. He is no enemy of entrenched 
privilege. He is a pleasant man, who, without 
any important qualifications fog the office, would 
very muoh like to be president. 

With these l·lOrds. walt Lippman informed his readers in the ~ York 

Herald Tribune of a rather prevalent view of the President-elect. Other 

than his four moderately successful years as governor of New York, Franklin 

Roosevelt was knovm more as a political personality and for his comeback 

from polio, than for any brilliance in constructive l8adership. Much less 

pointed but equally nebulous is the s~ary given by Anne O'Hare f.lcCormaok 

in an article published only blO months prior to the electiona 

THE FIRST IMPRESSION produced by the Democratic 
candidate for the Presidency is that of the 
fortunate man who is doing what he most likes to 
do, a man who enjoys ~is present office, is eagerly 
on his v.Tay to one he will li~e better, and in all 
circumstances maintains a Jtsmilint through" p~losophy 
and a singular zest for the adventure of life. 

Although M~ss McCormack supported Roosvelt and Lippman suspected him, 
I 

neither presented the nation with the ~age of a very competent man, onlY 

a more aw~able personality than somber'Mr. Hoover. Al Smith, an old Roose

velt ally turned sour, was not so tactful nor polite in his apprehensions: 

And incidentally, let me say:that it is not the 

first time in recorded history that a group of 

men have stolen the livery of the church to do 

the work of the devil. 10 


Despite the less than complimentary attitude expressed through the wor s 

of these, and various other professionals, the electorate and a few avant

garde intellectuals held their breathe hopefully. John Naynard Keynes, the 
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controversial economist of deficit spending, rather passionately declared, 

You have made yourself the trustee of those in every 
country ....rho seek to mend the evils of our condition 
by reasoned experiment "t-:ithin the frame'ii/'ork of the 
existing social system. If you fail, ratio~~l change 
will be gravely prejudiced throughout the world, 11 
leaving orthodoxy and revolution to fight it out. 

During the Lame Duck period of November to Harch most of the populatiol 

speculated about T,ihat Franklin Roosevelt's "New Deal" wopld ~t. or more 

importantly what it would do. 

One common man turned professional, Will Rogers, became the spokesman 

par excellence of the "forgotten man. ft As Roofve1t took office and the 

first uHundred Days" began, Rogers ~>Jrote from Santa Honi9a: 

America hasn~t been as happy in three years as they 
are today • ~ • • they know they got a man in there 
t-rho is ~dse to congress, wise to our big bankers, and -,j.t;~c 
wise to our so-called big men. The whole country . 
is with himJ~ even if what he does is wrong, they are 
with him. Just so he does something. If he burned 
down the capitol we liOuld cheer and say, "~vell, w~ at<..st 
least got a fine started, ·~anyhow• It \:ie have had 
years of ndon't rock the boat. It Go on .and sink it 
if you want to we might just as well be sidmming as 
like we are. Yours, Will Rogers12 

One final article must be brought to light in any elaboration on the temper 

ament of the nation in late~1932 and earlY 1933. The author was little 

known and his article has probably rarely been referred to in historical 

treatises. let, Wilson Follett, in "The Forgotten Ymn to His President," 

expressed in open letter form the sentiments of the people who elected F.:iJ.H~. 

to their service. His simple, straighfort·rard, rather exaggerated declaratio~ 

captures the moo.d of the times: 

We have given you what you asked for--our votes • 
• • • • If, having once really understood that we 
exist, • • • you can have any degree of support 
from us that you ~~ll ever require. • •• 
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What we felt, and all 1-1e felt. was hopea vJhat we 
have given you is an oRPortunity to earn our 
confidence hereafter. 1J 

Follett proceeded to warn Roosevelt against the flattery of his cronies 

and office seeking friends. In speaking of the vision the "forgotten man" 

had he said that the "naive fello"I" has "no panacea to offer.11 In positing 

the ideal president for 1933 he stated~ 

There would have to be a good deal of the seer 
in h1m, something of saint and stoic, and possibly 
a touch of the martyr, all o~er and above the clever 
politician and good fellow. 1 

Quotes like u'tie are ready heart and ear •. for a savior. Have ioTe him?" aptly 

express the superhuman hope placed in Franklin Roosevelt with one mandate-

action. 1S In an almost total vow of support Follett concluded his letter 

with these lITords, 

Work for us, and we ~~ll stand by you. Let us feel 
that you believe in us, and nothing can undo our 
belief in you. Remember the forgotte~6man, and he 
will make you a remembered President. . 

With this blend of Undying fideility and the tempering of some skeptica.. 

critics Franklin Delano Roosevelt approached the rostrum at the capitol on 

March 4th, 1933.· to take the oath of office and speak to the people. Month~ 

had gone into the preparation of this one speech. F.D.R. and his staff were 

fully aware of the de?pair and starvation rampant in the country. They were 

equally cognizant that the Democratic Victory was a call for action, experi

mentation, anything except placidity. With the same self-confidence he had 

manifested in Chicago eight months prior. Roosevelt approached the rostrum 

and, .lTith a more serious determination, said: 

http:offer.11
http:hereafter.1J
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This is preeminently the time to speak the truth. the 
whole truth, frankly and boldly. Nor need we shrink 
from honestly facing conditions in our country today. 
This great Nation will endure as it has endured. will 
revive and p~osper. So, first of all, let me assert 
my firm belief that the only thing we have to fear is 
fear itself--••••17 

By relating and accurate picture of the financial state of the nation and 

by condemning, in Biblical terms, the UI£ey-changersll of bi~ business, he 

gained the confidence of his nation-wide audience. In the broadest terms 

eUhe outlined the general thrusts of his "New Dealtt--restoration of the IItemp 

called economy, resumption of banking and monetary stability, and ~ecovery 

of employment based on interdependence and cooperation. The President-elecl 

expressed his confidence that such sweeping programs could be executed lvithlln 

the framework of our "simple and practical" Constitution. He warned, howevefr, I 

••• in the~ent that the Congress shall fail••• 
and in the event that the national emergency is still 
critical, I shall not evade the clear course of duty 
that vlill then confront me. I shall ask the Congress 
for the one remaining instrument to meet the crisis-
broad Executive pmver to wage war against the emergency, 
as great as the power that would be giYan to me if we 
were in fact invaded by a foreign foe" . 

With a concluding acceptance of the 'mandate for action and a calIon the 

Almighty for guidance, Franklin Roosevelt concluded his first Inaugural. 

The words spoken were hardly those of the ttpleasant man ••• without 

a~ important qualifications for the office. 1I Rhetorically the new man in 

the White House had instilled a sense of assurance into the blindly hopeful 

American people. \'Tould F.D.R.' s "New Deal" stop here,?; Would it only be 

an oratorically flamboyant, but a concretely non-existent program? That 

is precisely the question to be Probed in the next three chapters. As a 

prototype of the best, and the worst, of the New' Deal, this paper will 

http:office.1I
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concentrate on "The Hundred Days." the period of most immedidate action whi 

followed Roosevelt's JiJ.arch 4th Inaugural. The key areas of concentration 

are the 'event~, the man himself t and his men, commonly known as tiThe Brain 

Trust.'t In summary of this introduction, tr.ere are t1.'10 basic premises-

the American people had not only tasted but were actually drowning in the 

misery of a three year Depression; and Franklin Delano Roosevelt entered 

the I,mite House with a clean record. No one lfas sure what to expect of him. 

Some were pessimistically contemplating the possibilities, while others 

hopefully awaited the first executive order. ltJ'ith this as background 

the question must be posed, ~ofuat was liThe Hundred Bays·t? What lias the 

"New Deal"? 



CHAPTER ONE: The Concrete Events of liThe Hundred Days.'· 



Chapter' One c The Concrete Events of "The Hundred Days." 

The New Deal was fundamental~ intended as a modern 
expression of ideals set forth one hundred and fifty 
years ago in the Preamble of the Constitution of the 
United States-_Ua more perfect union, justice, domestic 
tranquility, the common defense, the general vlelfiare 
and the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity.19 

These words, written by Franklin, Delano Roosevelt in the introduction 

to his Public Papers, indicate the conservative tradition out of and in whic 

F.D.R.·s policies were grounded. But a depression such as the economic cris's 

that crashed worldwide in the late 1920·s defies tradition or at:"least chal

lenges its methods. The founding fathers never conceived of the dilemmas 

su:crounding T>;.Jentieth C"entury paper economya weak banks, overdependence 

on consumer goods, overexpansion of industries, unequal cash distribution, 

and the foreclosure of overseas loans. The capitalistic pyramid was toppled 

and with it international long term capital was shattered. The introduction 

to this paper presented an accurate overview of what these economic problems 

meant in terms of human hardships, 

Economists proposed two equally sound yet contradictory approaches to 

solving the financial situation: Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau advo

cated limiting production. The "law of supp~ and demand" indicates that 

consumer buying would thus stabilize with production and a greater equilibri 

might be regained. The second approach, which raised the hair of traditional 

economists, was set forth by the British financial wizard John Maynard Keynes 

'1'his tactic castes balanced budgeting to the wind and advocates government 

deficit spending. When private enterprise slacks, government spends to make 

20 up the loss. 

http:posterity.19
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The New Deal, as exemplified in "The Hundred Days," reflected neither 

approach • • • it was an overlapping, often contradictory blend of both. 

Obviously the purists on either side of the teeter-totter were aghast, but 

Roosevelt and his faithful Brain Trusts attempted to weave together the 

concepts of a balanced economy with an increasingly bloated one primed by thE 

pump handle of deficit spending. One might validly ask whY the New Dealers 

refused to take one stance and stick to it. Certainly the anti-Roosevelt 

factions would cry, "because they wanted to please everybody, while helping 

nobody. II Al Smith sarcastically reflected this sentiment when he said, 

!INobody wants to shoot Santa Claus. It Yet, would any one economic theory, 

born out of the very financial system that had toppled, provide the long 

range solution to the problems of homeless masses, no jobs, and worthless 

paper? This is a value question for which no black on white answer can be 

given. UWith people on the bjj:nk of s~vation, there was no time to work 

out a plan that might have avoided many of the mistakes that were by-product 

of haste. 21 This is not to excuse for errors, but a statement of the realit, 

of the moment. The UnitediStates had never faced a domestic crisis of such 

magnitude. The "hOlT" of recovery was as much a matter of hit-and-miss as of 

carefully calculated moves on the financial chessboard. The tangible goal 

of "The Hundred Days~ tt and of the entire New Deal, is found in F.D.R.· s 

Commonwealth Club Address, given in San Francisco during the Campaign of '32 

Our task is not discovery or exploration of natural 
resources, or necessarily producing more goods. It is 
the soberer, less dramatic business of administrating 
resources and plants already in hand, of seeking to 
reestablish foreign markets for our surplus:':production, 
of meeting the problem of underconsumption, of adjusting 
production to consumption, of distributing wealth and 
products more equitably, of adapting existing economic 
organizations to the service of the people. • • .22 

http:haste.21
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To accomplish these goals, which were further elaborated in his Inaugural 

Address, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1~th the aid of his midwives the Brain Trust rs, 

gave birth to "The Hundred Days" of the New Deal. 

The concrete giants to be tackled were four in number, each a formidable 

foe in itself for-,any admimstration. Banking and financial stability !leads 

this list of crises. Until the paper economy of Wall Street and the banking 

houses ~lere recreated or totally abolished the 1'10..1 of the capitalistic 

machine could not gain ne1i momentum. Secondly, immediate band-aid relief 

was necessary for the millions of homeless, starving, jobless American famil"es. 

Third among the foes was the necessity of recovery for the core units of the 

economy--industry, labor, and the farmer. The final giant, given only sligh' 

conscious attention during "The Hundred"Days,1I was the long range efforts at 

reform in the free enterprise system, government, and the United States as a 

w~ole. 

ItImmediate" and "rapid-fire" are the adjectives which best describe the 

Administration's efforts to meet the banking crisis. By Executive Order *20 8, 

March 5. 1933, Franklin Roosevelt called into existence the historic 73rd 

Congress, Special Session. That same evening he declared a national "Bank 

Holiday" to save the extent banks from the devastating d runs" Tllihich had 

collapsed five thousand banks l~ping out nine million savings accounts. 23 

Between March 5th and March 9th(when Congress convened) much paper and 

leg work had to be done. Roosevelt himself saught a broad base of support fcr 

his impending legislation. On the 5th he asked all Veterans to unite behind 

him and on the 6th he secured a pledge of support from the Governors convenilg 

in a T,lhite House oonference. That same day lias marked by a united non-parti! an 

plea in the form of an open letter to the governorsz 
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We the undersigned have caste aside politics and 
group and sectional interest in a spirit of cooperation: 
with the President, and we selieve that this same spirit

2animates our whole people. 

Some of the eminent cosigners were Al Smith, Cardinal Mundelein, Rabbi StephEn 

Wise, Walt Lippman, and the presidents of the A.F. of L•• the Grange, and 

the Chamber of Commerce. 

At 1:00 P.M., March 9, 1933. President Roosevelt sent his banking messa 

to Congress. The proposed legislation had undergone its final revision only 

a half hour earlier. In a tremendous vote of confidence the House passed th 

Emergency Banking Act sight unseen after only thirty-eight minutes of debate 

It passed the Senate 73-7 that same evening and was signed into law at 8836 

The Law empowered the President, in conjunction with a financial board, tOI 

1) control the movement of gold, 2) give federal aid to private banks, 

3) penalize hoarding, 4) reopen those banks with liquid currency, 5) reorgan 

ize or liquidate the remaining unsound money institutions, and 6) order the 

printinfP~ new or more federal reserve notes. 

Nor did the emergency measures stop there. March 10-11 saw the passage 

of the controversial Emergency Economy Bill. Losing ninety Democratic votes 

e 

.M. 

but gaining sixty-nine Republican "ayes,·' F.D.R. signed into law a bill whic~ 

cut $400.000,000 from. Veteran pensions and $100,000,000 from Federal employe~s' 

salaries. This obviously unpopular measure was passed inl.an attempt ftto avo d 

adding another billion to a nearly $4,134,000,000 deficit as of 1932. 1125 

The details were left to a presidential committee, who, based on a six month 

cost of living index since 1929. tried to scale down benefits as.:<equitably 

as pension and salary cuts could be under such circumstances. An attempt at 

budget balancing was made at the expense of much veteran resentment. 
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These same two days were marked by stipulations for the reopening of 

banks and gold embargo regulations being established. On Sunday evening,,> 

March 12th. Franklin D. Roosevelt addressed the nation in the first of his 

famous radio "Fireside Chats. It 

I want to talk for a few minutes with the people of the 
United States about banking--with the comparitively few 
who understand the mechanics of banking but more parti 
cularly with the overwhelming majority who use banks for 
the making of deposits and the drawing of checks • • • 

I know that when you understand what we in Washington 
have been about I shall oontinue to have your cooperation 
as fully as I have had your sympathy and help during the 
past TNeek • • '. 

First of all, let me state the simple fact that when you 
deposit money in a bank the bank does not put the money 
into a safe deposit vault • • • In other words, the bank 
puts your money to work to keep the wheels of industry 
and agriculture turning around • • • 

~t needs no prophet to tell you that when the people 
find that they can get their money--that they can get 
it when they want it for all legitimate purposes-
the phantom of fear will soon be laid • • • 

We have a banking situation. Some of our bankers had 
shown themselves either incbmpetent or dishonest in 
their handling of the people's funds ••• This was. 
of course, not true in the vast majority of our banks. . . . 
It was the Government's job to straighten out this 
situation and do it as quickly as possible. • • 

It has been wonderful for me to catch the note of 

confidence from allover the country • • , It is 

your problem no less than it is mine. Together 

we cannot fail,26 


Excerpt from First Fireside Chat 

Through the use of this paternalistic folksy medium the President 

spoke to his people !'frankly and boldly" of the banking situation in langua?;e 

the common man could relate to. On March 13,14,15, 1933, 4,507 National 

Banks reopened their doors to the public with federal guarantee of stabilit • 
.. 
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This represented 16'% of the Federal Reserve System Banks. On April 12, .1933, 

7,400 non~Federal Reserve banks were back in operation, or 72% of these 

institutions. 

To prove the public confidence for the new administration one need only 

look at the deposit slips: $1,000,000,000 deopsited between March 13th and 

iriid-April, while another $1,000,000,000 follo'l-J'ed before the end of Ju.ne. 27 

However, there were those people who lost all or part of their life's saving 

in one of the folded banks. By June, the New Dealers had succeeded in repay:ng 

nearly $2,000,000,000 of the $4,000,000,000 still tied up in unsound companies. 

Many lost all, some regained little, but the vast majority of Americans were 

far more secure due to the March banking legislation of F.D,R. and his 73rd 

Congress. 

Further financial legislation followed throughout ~~he Hundred Days." 

The Stock Exchange reopened March 15, and two weeks later the Securities 

Exchange Commission was created as a watchdog against overspecu2ation and 

inflated stocks/bonds. On April 5th and 20th Roosevelt concentrated. on gold 

and the international market. By pleading with hoarders to return gold, 

then removing the United States from the gold standard temporarily, and 

meeting individually with the British, Canadian, and French Prime Ministers 

(April 22-28) the Administration hoped to stem the tide 6f dollar devaluatio • 

The final and most lasting piece of financial legislation of liThe Hun

dred Daystt was the Glass-Steagall Banking Act passed on June 16th, the day 

Congress adjourned. This law provided for: 1) separated investment from 

commercial banking, 2) reform of the Federal Reserve System, 3) creation of 

the still-operative Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation(FDIC) to insure a 

man's life savings. 
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These are only the major steps taken by the New Dealers to meet the 

banking crisis. Obviously, countless private conversations, executive().orde~$, 

"under-the-table arm-twisting, It and bargaining took place that fevl records 

tell of. It is fair to say that the financial legislation, coupled with 

the public trust in Franklin Roosevelt, led to an effective reorganization 

of the banking system and an alteration in international currency(later to 

fail) amenable to all involved. Real life "Monopolyu games, ho\vsver, were 

only a start. Men Were still homeless, jobless, and hungry. 

The same morning that the banks started to reopen, March 13th, a brief~ 

seventy-two word message passed from the White House to the Halls of Congre~s--

Repeal the Volstead Act. The "wets" had come a long way since the dry issu~ 

of Prohibition had helped to defeat Al Smith in 1928. To cap off the 1t1hirlr

wind first week such an executive request was greeted nationally as a sign 

of more action to come. Songs like ItHappy Days Are Here Again" and "vlhose 

Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?" soon came to replace the more sobering pessimism 

of the Hoover years. Franklin Roosevelt, h01>1ever, t<1as not so starry-eyed. 

His attitude is exemplified in this excerpt from a letter he wrote to Colon~l 

House: 

[,{hile things look superficially rosy, I realize that thus 
far we have actually given more of def1atibn:;than:..of 
inflation-- • • • It is simply inevitable that we 
must inflate • • • • 2 

On. March 21st, the inflationary legislation of relief began. The Fed

eral Emergency Relief Administration was created in the follot<1ing three wee{s, 

which was entrusted with a half-billion dollars to channel to the people 

through government agencies. At the helm of this monumental undertaking 

was Harold Hopkins. "He had the purity of st. Francis of Assisi combined 

with the shaIlp shrewdness of a race track tout. ,t29 Believing that a direct 
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dole would do as much harm as good to a man's self-respect, Hopkins set about 

forming the Qivil ~orks Administration, whereby an honest day's work merited 

for a hungry man an honest day's minimum wage. One such project was the 

Qivil Qonservation Qorp(CCC), which organi~ed men into non-military armies 

to fight soil erosion, floods, forest fires, and similar enemies of natttralU 

resouroes. Eleanor Roosevelt wrote in her autobiography: 

As I look baok over the aotual measures whioh were 

undertaken in this first year, I realize that the 

one whioh my husband took greatest pleasure in was 

the establishment on April 5, 1933, of the Civil 

Conservation Corp Camps.30 


In his otm request to Congress F. D. R. stated that nit is not a panaoea for 

all the unemployment, but it is an essential step in this emergenoy_ II 

By January of the following year the C.W.A. employed 4,230,000 persons. 

Its list of aooomplishments included 500,000 miles of new or improved roads, 

40,000 sohools, over 3,500 playgrounds and athletio fields, and 1,000 airpo~s.31 

Besides these material aohievements, 50,000 teaohers were employed for rural 

sohools, while 3,000 artists, aroheologists, and other professionals were 

employed in projeots in their own fields. A little brother to the C.W.A. wa 

the fublio !!orks ,Administration(PVIA). Its most notable oontributions were tc 

artists, writers, oraftsmen, aotors, and theatrioal workers. Publio buildinl s 

recefuved the artist's brush, oity and rural audienoes were treated to perfor 

manoes ranging from Shakespeare to the Grand Ole Opry, and, most of all, 

talented people were allowed to be creative. The national morale needed the r 

spirit of new hope and the artists themselves had families to feed and olathE. 

The alphabet soup of the FERA--Ci/JA, pr.-JA, CCC, and all their subdivision 

oame under great oriticism from business as well as a publio whioh sighted 

instances of graft, favoritism, and loafing. In an endeavor to put Keynes' 

http:airpo~s.31
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economic-philosophy of pump priming into effect, Roosevelt succeeded in 

splitting his supporters into factions. 

More lasting among "The Hundred Days" relief measures was the Home 

Qwners b,oan Qorporation which \'las created by law on June 13th. In an endea

vor to freeze foreclosures on homeo\iners' mortages, the federal government 

absorbed one-sixth of urban mortage debts while urging loaners nation-wide 

not to foreclose. The HOLe bloomed as an agency which offered easy term, 

extended loans to families who because of the Depression would otherwise 

be homele s s. 

In retrospect, "The Hundred Days" relief measures were tremendous 

spirit-boosters, while they provided less degrading means of cash disperse

ment. While mass public works projects did little to stimulate the economy 

as a whole, they were a grandiose experiment in deficit spending which 

did save countless families from starvation, and at the same time beautifie i 

public buildings, parks, and forests and constructed numerouse public facil 

ities. As far as any mass relief program can be rated successful, this 

phase of the New Deal \..ras a valiant effort with limited lasting merit. 

a band-aid on, a gaping wound. In commenting on his own Public Papers, 

F .D.R. stated: 

Later experience has sho~m that a proper recovery and 
relief policy should avoidgr..eat. reliance, on. self 
liquidating projects and schemes, because theseeadd 
little to the total volume of spendi~2' and do not 
create large-scale purchasing power. 

labor and agriculture, In the area of industry the National Industrial 

Recovery Act stands out as the crowning accomplishment. Passed on the last 

day of the Special Session, June 16th, this law was conceived as the balanc 
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between governmental control and voluntary business cooperation. The famoup 

"blue eagle" symbol became synonymous with General Hugh Uohnson and the N. R A. 

If one measures the N.R.A.'s success in terms of liThe Hundred Days," then 

"hopeful" is the word. Between Harch and July factory production had 

nearly doubled from an index of 56 up to 101, While industrial stocks rose 

forty-six points.:33 If!,lbhowever. one looks at the aftermath of lIThe HUndre ~ 

Days," it is evident that voluntary wage and price controls were absurd and 

that Johnson's agency had no teeth to enforce cooperation. Hhen corporatiorls 

like Ford just laughed at the request for self-imposed codes and countless 

others joined in name only, the N.R.A. experiment was doomed. When the 

guillotine fell on May 27, 1935. as the Supreme Court declared the N.R.A. 

unconstitutional, only a coroner's tag needed to be added to the alrea~ 

defunct endeavor. 

The Railroad Coordination Act, passed also during the last day's 

proceedings, was far more lasting in the area of government coordination of 

transportation. Following a series of executive conferences and requests 

and the Ihterstate Commerce r.ecommendation of March 29th, this measure was 

a stabilizing control for railroad employees as well as farmers and industr~ 

who relied on the railroad for product transport. 

Three legislative measures were passed which directly aided the farmer~. 

The Agricultural Adjustment Act(AAA) of Hay 12th was tiThe Hundred Days" 

overriding gift to agriculture. While not ful~ solving the complex proble~ 

of marketing surpl~s grain, the A.A.A. did provide alternative systems of 

subsidizing farm stables, federal price supports, and(via the Thomas amendmant) 

the hope of more paper money in circulation. The simultameous passage of 

the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act helped soothe any ruffled feathers by 
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offering special assistance to farmers in saving heavily mortgaged lands and 

homes during this time of low income. Lastly, the Farm Credit Act, passed 

at the tail end of the 73rd Congress, strengthened the earlier E.F.M.A. to 

keep sheriffs with foreclosure notices one step farther away. 

The New Deal endeavors on behalf of industry, labor, and the farmer were 

decisive and yet heavily laden with the political results of log-rolling. 

~Jith the exception of the N.R.A. and its knotty dilemma of voluntary verses 

imposed control(which still plagues government totday) the recovery measures 

of IjThe Hundred Days" were valid evolutionary steps in the chain of legislative 

compromise. Everybody gained some, no one gained everything. 

The final ogre to be faced was that of permanent reform in the American 

system. Legislatively the Tennessee Valley Authority(TVA), proposed by 

Senator Norris of Nebraska, was and is the most far-sighted endeavor at 

federally-sponsored free ente~ise of the entire New Deal. Passed by Congress 

on May 18th, the TVA transformed the seven state area surrounding Muscle Shoa.s, 

Alabama, into an industrial, agricultural, and recreational paradise. Electr~cal 

power, flood control, and irrigation were tangible results, with education, 

new mores, and new modes of life being the intangibles realized by the people. 

The second tangible reform of "The Hundred Days" was in the Office of 

the President itself. A job Hhich for so long had been overpowering to any 

one occupant was expanded to include not only the cabinet b~t also countless 

advisors, assistants, secretaries, field contacts, and press agencies. Credi,~ 

for this move goes largely to Franklin Roosevelt himself. Limited by his 

paralysis he was forced to rely on others to do his leg work. From his earliest 

days in New York politics he had learned the value of competent advisors. 

Men such as Louis Hovre and James Farley were the early forerunners of the 
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full-blown Brain Trust of 1933. The vast network which was and is the 

Presidential Office demanded communication. BiweeklY cabinet meetings and 

press conferences were innovative,,,snough means to keep staff and the public 

aware of what their president was doing. 

Not least among the reform measures of F.D.R.'s first hundred days was 

the effective use made of the communications medium, the radio. The ttvO 

Fireside Chats of March 12th and May 7th were the beginning of a President-

People friend relationship that had been lost in the colorless administrations 

of Coolidge and Hoover. F.D.R., through effective use of his personality, 

once again aroused public interest in the presidency. He set the precedent 

for his successors to imitate of periodicallY speaking directly to the 

American people through the use of mass communicat,ions media. 

On June 1$. 1933, just one hundred and three days after Inauguration 

Day, the Special Session of the 73rd Congress adjourned. Fifteen executive 

messages to Congress had been follo1,red promptly by fifteen laws, not alto

gether in agreement TNith Roosevelt's original requests. John Maynard 

Keynes best summed up the mood of that day= 

You have made yourselfi"the trustee of those in every 

country who seek to mend the evils of our condition 

by reasoned experiment w~thin the framework of the 

existing social system.3~ 


liThe Hundred Days" concluded with this brief message from Franklin D. RoosE~elt--

itTo each and everyone of you I send my best wishes for a 
well-deserved and happy holiday during the coming months. It 
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Chapter T'ltlO; Franklin Delano Roosevelt, A Measure of Greatness. 

History is an attempt to recapture, recreate, and ultimately to inter

pret the past. Dates, executive orders, and Congressional voting records 

adequately represent the tangible successes and failures of "The Hundred 

Days." But how does one analyze charisma? How does one enter into the sou 

of a man and narrate such intangibles as motivation, intelligence, the warm h 

behind a toothy grin, and the confident ttmy friends?" These are the spiri 

tual elements of greatness, the charism of one man, Franklin Roosevelt. 

Of the making of controversies about Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt there is no end. In his lifetlloe, he was 

literally worshiped by many Americans. One Congress

man compared him to Jesus Christ and in a poll of 

New York schoolchildren God ran him a poor second. 

Yet he was just as strongly detested by others who, 

as one historian has noted, depicted him flas a liar, 

a thief, a madman, a syphilitic, and a communist." 

Since his death, scholars have ~ept the coals of 

disputation live. 35 


The measure of historical greatness is largely dependent on the times, the 

crises to be met. Yet, to place RutherfQrd B.Hayse in the White House in 

1916 or to lift Calvin Coolidge out 'of the 1920·5 and drop him into the 

Depression-ridden 1930's would not necessarily elevate these two "lack-luster" 

leaders to the level of presidential greatness. 

There are two sorts of greatness--the foursquare, 
all-of-a-piece, unitary, monolithic kind, possessed 
by 1,>1ashington, Jackson, ;Irinston Churchill; and the 
glittering, elusive, pluralistic, impalpable kind, 
possessed by Jefferson, Henry Clay, Lloyd George, 
where levels of personality peel off with the delusive 
transparence of the skins of an onion, always 
frustrating the search fora hard core of personality 
underneath. The greatest statesman may perhaps, like 
L~ncoln, combine both kinds; in the phrase of Archilochus, 
he is both hedgehog and fox. 36 
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True to this interpretation, seventy-five experts, polled by historian 

Schlesinger, Sr~ in 1962, rated 14ncoln as the greatest of the U.S. presi

dents. George Washington, even stripped of his legendary myths, c~e 

second. His sense of duty, dignity, and "foursquare greatness" merit for 

him historical honors. Less balanced between hedgehog and fox, hardly of 

the solid Hashington metal, Nas the third choice among the slatesof thirty

four. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the subject of extreme devotion and 

intense hatred, was given a piace in the hall of fame following two Unques

tionable greats. Roosevelt, the man whom ninety-two year old Oliver Viendel 

Holms referred to as "a second-class intellect! But a first-class tempera

ment~,,37, seems like a dim match for his two predecessors. The true great

ness of Franklin Roosevelt is of the second variety mentioned above, "the 

glittering, elusive, pluralistic, impalpable kind. tt The analogy of the 

onion with numerous layers of skin aptly applies to F.D.R.'s magnetic yet 

Uextraordinarily difficult to describe" personality.38 Such tenuous histor 

ical data as a man's personality, espeeially one so elusive, makes Roosevel1 

into the controversial figure he was and has remained in subsequent historical 

stUdies. 

Too often greatness is equated with intellectual prowess and the abilitl 

to creatively solve all crises. Too often historians try to squeeze the 

vibrance, enthusiasm, and optimism of Roosevelt into the mold of some prag

matic genius. Nothing could be more false nor more detrimental to the true 

nature of F.D.R.'s contribu.tions to tiThe Hundred Days,1t the New Deal, or 

World War II. His background of average achievement in school, frequent 

failures in business'ventures, and lack of shining accomplishments as 
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reform governor of New York, all indicate a mind of31ess than monumental 

brilliance. 

Roosevelt lived in the comforting perspective of an 
undoubted God and in the easy, almost lazy assurance 
of the Church • • • • Here, surely, rested much of 
his optimism, his sense of destiny and purpose • • • . 
God, country, college, est~ate, family, party, team-
all were revered. Honor, loyalty, dutiful service 
were proffered to each • • • • He simply never had 
the type of intellectual discrimination to undersj§nd 
fundamental but subtle philosophical differences. 

The aristocratic New York squire, raised amidst turn-of-the-century ease, 

was an optimistic human being, not an insightful nor reflective man. As 

Rexford Tu~well later analyzed Roosevelt's role in the New Deal: 

I grant magnificence, because that implies style, 
~lans, assurance, all that sort of thing. I do not 
grant now,and I did not then, that this imp148s 
adequacy, prescience, all that sort of thing. 

Nor d6e.s Tugwell, a member of the famous Brain ",i'rust, steal credit for 

himself or his Columbia colleagues. Some historians have alluded to the 

fact that Roosevelt's act of gathering a kitchen cabinet of university 

professors was a sign of his awareness of his mm self-limitations and 

therefore a mark of the truly great man. In no way can the Brain Trust be 

conceived of as the "power behind the throne." t'Roo sevelt' s mind was an 

eminently operative one, qUick, keen, fast, flexible. ,1 It shOllTed in his 

intellectllal habits. ,t41 Chapter three will elaborate on the relationship 

between Roosevelt and his Drain Trust. At this point, it is sufficient to 

say that the President held the reins, the ultimate decisions were his 

alone. As James MacGregor Burns succinctly analyzed his intellectual abili 

"Roosevelt was less a great creative leader than a skillful manipulator and 

a brilliant interpreter •••• He was always a superb tactician. u42 

y: 



I it seems that the core of Roosevelt's contribution rests in that spirit 


realm that Justice Holmes labeled "temperament." In September of election 


year 1932, columnist Anne O'Hare HcCormack of the New York Times spent a 


day in the Roosevelt camp at the Albany mansion. After observing the candi

date as he wheeled his way from topic to topic and discussion to conference, 


she summarized, 


it/hen all is said, the Lochinvar who rides out of the 
East will ride on his personality, on his zest and gusto 
and confidence, on his eighteen-carat American background, 
on the blind desire430 punish and to change, which is 
the mood of crisis. 

, The key to Roosevelt's popularityt the hinge on >vhich his public support 

rested was that nebulous reality that is called "charisma. 1t Hoover and 

Roosevelt both attacked fear and promised prosperity Iljust around the corner. 

Hoover lacked, however, that edge of personal appeal, that genuine communion 

lY1th the public. This trait of inordinate socia~ility, so prominent in the 

Roosevelt personality, leads professionals to speculate--sincere empathy or 

a phony politiciants mask? The seeming ease with which he addressed millions 

as limy firends" is contrasted with the lack of intimacy with any of his close 

associates. Everyone rated the same slap-on-the-back warmth, casual acquain

tance 01" closest confidante. Harold Ickes once said, tlNo, you never get too 

hard but you won't talk frankly even with people who are loyal to you and 

of whose loyalty you are fully convinced. You keep your cards close up 

against your belly.lI44 Paul K. Conkin. in his book simply titled The New Dea , 

proposes that this very lack of intimacy contributed to his ability to develo 

comradeship l,rith multitudes. tt~-ath consummate art, he played for his audienc 

and won their plaudits. ,,4.5 
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The stage on which Roosevelt met his audience ranged from the platform 

of a railroad car on the campaign trail to the comfort of a coast-to-coast 

"fireside chatn\;vi~the:~-ne.dio. The content and phrasing of his rhetoric. 

even after Brain Trust polish, is hardly of the caliber of Lincoln's 

Gettysburg Address or t!fashington IS Final Farewell. Hore intimately woven 

into the Roosevelt personality and the crux of his speaking magnitism was 

the manner of delivery. The common man had been lost in the technical vocab 

lary and dull oratory of Hoover. F.rances Perkins, then Secretary of Labor, 

remembered Roosevelt sitting in his White House office delivering~a Fireside 

Chat to millions. Her description is a priceless example of the F.D.R. char 

\i,Then he talked on the radio, he saw them gathered in 
the little parlor, listening with their ~eighbors. 
He was conscious of their faces and hands, their 
clothes and homes • • • • His face would smile and 
light up as though he were actually sitting on the 
front porch or in the parlor with them. People 46 
felt this; and it bound them to him in affection. 

Photos of F.D.R. mirror a strong man with a muscular torso. The fampu 
~ 

t ~ ..... 

pince-nez glasses, cigarette holder, military cape, floppy ,tDurante-esque" 

-

sma: 

hat, and even the wheel chai~' all added a certain air of confident flamboyan e. 

Lest a reader write 6ff Roosevelt as merely a master sho~ooan, he must take 

note of the element too often glossed over in these photographs, the spindly 

legs of a. man crippled by polio. Even with his hip-to-heel steel braces and 

the aid of crutches, Roosevelt never really regained the ability to walk aft r 

his 1921 ordeal at Campobello. He was able, with extreme stamina, to maneuv r 

himself with his hips. He had no balance nor power in his legs. The inspir 

ation of his self-determination not to be a Hyde Park invalid instilled a 

similar courage into the paralyzed people of the nation. 
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Perhaps the experience, above all others, which shaped 
my husband's character along more definite lines and 
gave him strength and depth that he did not have as a 
young man was the long struggle with infantile paralysis. 
As he came to gradually realize that he was not going to 
get any better, he faced great bitterness, I am sure, 
though he never mentioned it • • • • He soon discovered 
that the way to lighten all burdens is to take them 
cheerfully. • • • t-lhen he said: "the only thing tve have 
to fear is fear itself," they knew he held that conviction.47 

Although Roosevelt lacked the depth of statesman-like genius and might well 

be labeled the politician par excellence, he must validly be credited with 

courage as exemplified in his own life's struggle. Embodied in his physical 

bout, the HYde Park aristocrat became a symbol of the spiritual fight the 

people were engaged in with apathy, resignation, defeat, and despair. 

Roosevelt's most important contribution to "The Hundred Days," indeed to his 

entire term in office, lay in his "ability to imbue Americans, and to some 

extent even citizens of other lands, with a new spiritual strength.,,48 

From that zone of gloom, that numbed conscfuousness 
of frustration and failure, Roosevelt lifted 
Americans on the wings of his great adventure-
the alphabetical !.adventures of the AAA, the NRA, 
the TVA; above all, on the wings of the greatest 
adventure in our history, the effort to rescue 
democracy from totalitarianism'4and to organize 
the world to safeguard freedom. 9 

Does that sound saccharine and melodramatic? These are the intangible , 

the non-legislative achievements of "The Hundred Da.v;s." The fact remains 

that the United states, the seemingly wealthiest nation on earth, was in the 

depths of economic and spiritual Depression. Free enterptise capitalism 

rested in the breech. Perhaps the overriding contribution of any executive 

taking office in 1933 was to infuse the people with a sense of hope, action, 

advance, confidence, and renewed self-respect. All the brilliant plans minu 

the charismatic renewal of the electorate would be for naught. 
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Herein lies the true greatness of Franklin Roosevelt. In this histor

ical reality is the purpose f6r the existence of this chapter. Chapter One 

recounted the black-on-white deeds of the 73rd Congress under the direction 

of Roosevelt and his Brain Trust. This chapter has been a tribute to the 

source of the legislation, the cause of the public confidence, the center 

of popular hope. "No personality has ever expressed the American popular 

temper so articulately or with such exclusiveness. u50 The greatness of 

Franklin Roosevelt does not stand on the merit of a brilliant and inspiring 

statesman such as Lincoln, nor on the heartfelt dignity and integrity of::; 

vlashington. Roosevelt knew the ropes of political bossism, of twisting arms 

and of logrolling. lfhat he lacked in intellectual brilliance he compensated 

for(to some extent) by the use of his Brain Trust. What he lacked in integr 

he matched with political skill as a tactician, a master of the right move 

at the right time. Never outstep the public opinion, but always avoid 

dragging feet. 

Holmes had been right--a second-rate intellectual 
but a first rate tem~erament. To examine closely 
single aspects of Roosevelt's character--as thinker, 
as organizer, as manipulator, as strategist--is to 
see failings and deficiencies closely interwoven 
l~th the huge capacities. But to stand back and look 
at the man as a whole, against the backdrop of his 
people and his times, is to see the lineaments of 
greatness--courage, joyousness, responsiveness, 
vitality, faith, and, above all, concern for his 
fello~r man. A democrat in manner and conviction, 
he was yet a member of that aristocracy once described 
by E.H. Forster--sensitive but not weak, considerate 
but not fussy, plucky in his p01.;er to endure, capable 
of laughing and taking a joke. He was the true 
happy "Tarrior. 51 

ty 
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courage and hope, and people were responsive to it as such. 1I ~.. 
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Raymond Holey in The Roosevelt! Knew 
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Chapter Three: liThe Brain Trust," The Power Behind the Throne1 

During the campaign of 1932, the "Lame Duck*' period from November to 

lYlarch, and "The Hundred Days" of his first administration. Franklin Roosevelt 

relied heavily on his experts to formulate his platform and course of action. 

F.D.R's old comrade Louis McHenry Howe, "shrewish and sardonic, his clothes 

more rumpled than ever, was chief secretary...52 aames Farley, Basil O'Connor!~ 

(Roosevelt t s law partner) f and Bronx boss Edward J. Flynn joined HO,ie to form 

a privy council of political str~tegists, aware of the public temperament 

and ready to act accordingly. 11en of the caliber of i;,Jilliam Hoodin. appointe 

Secretary of the Treasury; Dean Acheson, the statesman; Henry Horgenthau, Jr. 

the financial wizard; as well as lesser known experts like Harold Ickes, 

Felix Frankfurter, and Harold Hopkins; all flocked to the cortege of F.D.R. 

Even Eleanor Roosevelt, who since 1921 had served as her husband's fact-finde , 

was a valuaBle part of the New Deal team. Nor did F.D.R. forget old confidan 

like Colonel House, James Cox, and Senators ~arner, Rayburn, and Connally. 

The list of visitors to Albany and Warm Springs prior to March 4th, and the 

stream of loyal subjects who were summoned to the White House after the 

inauguration could fill chapters. But these var~ed personalities and indivi 

duals do not comprise the substance of the ltBrain Trust. 11 Coined by James 

tKieran in a September, 1932, New York Times, article, the label "Brains Trust 

(later the liS'· was dropped) referred to a specific advisory coalition. 1tNot 

politicians; • . . not financiers; not business men; but college professors 

have been constantly in attendance during the formative interval bet\~Teen 

election and inauguration. 53 
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Unlike the "kitchen cabinetsU and "privy councilsll of his predecessors 

F.D.R. called together not merely a group of old cronies-but rather a 

triumverate of professors, men knoTtrledgeable in the fields;Joi';t£;insa.Jlce<:andll l'1. 

Columbia University provided the ~.yell spring from which Raymond M21ey, 

Adolf A. Berle, Jri, and Rexford G. Tu~~ell emerged. Three distinct person 

alities, three similar economic theorists, they formed a ~rain Trust with 

the specific task of winning the election and charting the legislative 

course of th9 soon to be dubbed "1~ew Deal." 

In convening such a group of scholars Roosevelt must not be written 

away as devoid of his OTtm ideas abou:t recovery. As Tugwell wrote, "The 

governor's mind may have been a tabula~'rasa, but the tabula had clearly '}<" "5: 

labeled pages to be written on. ,,54 This is just one cited example from one 

of the various presidential advisors who attest to the fact that Roosevelt, 

in his favorite role as captain wf the team, set the themes and tone, while 

his teammates filled in the gaps and created the plays. According to Burns 

there were five basic premises of,tt@ President that the Brain Trust used 

as underpinnings: 

1) Most of the time government is to be a means to human betterment. 

2) Government should strive to be efficient and honest. 

3) The underdog should be raised up, but not necessarily at the expense of 
the fortunate topdog. 

4) Private interests must be subordinated to the common good. 

5) Conservation of natural resource§5and preservation of moral values are 
fundamental to American freedom.' 

nardly and airtight program, these general principles constituted the rathe 

shallo,.l but solid foundation for liThe Hundred Days" and at least the first 

New Deal. The purpose of this chapter is to introduce each of the three 
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Brain Trusters and to establish the degree of their real collective influen 

on the shape of the New Deal and on the man Franklin Roosevelt. 

The first of the Columbia triumverate to join Roosevelt(and also the 

first to leave) was Raymond Moley. Raised in a middle class Ohio environ

ment, and after unsuccessfully dabbling in local politics, he decided on a 

teaching career in higher education. His decade of in-depth post graduate 

research into politics and crimina~ justice once again brought him back 

into touch with the political arena as an advisory expert during the 1931 

Seabury Investigations of Tammany graft. It was at Moley's request and 

aavice that his two Columbia colleagues were later invited to join the 

Albany F.D.R. forces. At forty-six, Moley was the oldest of the three and 

also probably the most conservative. Although grounded in Hamiltonian 

realism, as manifested in his remark "better government if fewer people 

voted," Moley still had faith in a benevolent partnership between free 

enterprise capitalism and efficient federal planning. 56 

Moley' s function in the group ivas more that of a 
catalyst and organizer than originator o! economic 
policies. His special ability was to keep the 
discussion of the group relevant to the current 
political situation, and his ~9o"lledge of govern.lJlent 
was invaluable to the others.) 

Almost from the beginning a certain sense of self-LlJlportance crept ove 

Moley that created friction within the inner cir.O±s. As Roosevelt shifted 

to the left in his economic approach in 1935-36, Moley resigned his right-

hand seat to the more liberal Tug'>1ell. HO(.Jever, in the planning stages 

prior to 11arch 4, 1933, and in the succeeding "Hundred Days:;" Raymond Holey 
" 

held the number one position and a slight edge in access to Roosevelt's ear 

e 
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Adolf A. Berle, Jr., was a celebrated economist even prior to joining 

the Brain Trust. 

A child prodigy who, his enemies said, had continued 
to be a child long after he had ceased being a prodigy., 
Berle ,[<Tas still a brash young man of thirty-seven, who 
could overwhelm banker and buneaucrat alike with his 
bitin? ton3§e and his vast information on financial 
practJ.ces. 

At eighteen he was a Harvard graduate, at twenty-one a lawyer, and in the 

summer of '32 he and GarQ~er C. Means gained international recognition for 

their book The Modern COI!poration and Private Property. Berle ,.ras an impud 

young rebel whom financiers feared because he "knew the ropes ll of their 

dealings and was bold enough to expose them. For instance, in their book, 

he and r.feans proved that 38% of all American business l-realth was concentrat 

in the hands of two hundred gigantic corporations. As a Columia professor5 

of Corporation ll.aw since 1927 as \.,;el1 as retaining his o,,'ll law practice, 

Berle refused to accept a federal position under Roosevelt. it might have 

been beneficial, however, j;f he had because half of every 1'leek during liThe 

Hundred Daysll found him at the ltlhite House. Realizi!lg'~how much business 

ethics hinged on the profit motive, Professor Berle envisioned the Recon

struction Finance Corporation, through a series of codes and price-fixing, 

as the pivotal organization in creating a new moral climate for bus~ness. 

Agreeing .nth Moley that free enterprise was basically sound, "he differed 

• • • however, in arguing that it was necessary to fasten upon businessmen 

responsibilities 11l'hich they could be made to fulfill. It 59 This conViction, 

coupled with his legal background in corporation law, created for Adolf A. 

Berle, Jr. the post of unofficial legislation drafter. It is his influence 

nt 

d 

that is manifest in much of the alphabet soup of tiThe Hundred Daysll--NRA, SJC, etc. 
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"Rexford TUgt-lell, a curly haired, good-looking Columbia professor" 

rounded out the Brain 'rrust cor~. 60 In his two economic l-lorks, The Indus

trial Discipline ~ the Govennmental Arts and Industry's Coming of Age, 

TU~Nell created for himself a reputation as a liberal, possibly eVen a 

radical. It is some of TUgtvell's basic theories about industry that pro

vided the SUbstance 261' Roosevelt's Commonwealth ,Address, which is rated 

as his most concrete statement of Ne\v :tieal phil~sophy. In the }larch, 1933, 

issue of The New Out10ok Forrest Davis dissected Tugwell's bluntly phrased 

"Discourse in Depression. 1t Although he concluded with pessimistic fear tha 

TUgt<fell might lead F .D.R. and. the nation into" socialized state capitalism, t 

it is doubtful lvhether Tugwell can really be interpreted as the champion 

of left r!ring radicalism. Tugl-lell, in his book Industry's Coming of Age, 

stated his Ol{fi philosophy in terms similar to the mildly unconventional 

Berle and Holey. 

Government controls ought to be brought to bear 
where voluntary ones break down, where, in fact, 
the interests of the public conf~ict with those 
of a super-coordinated industry. 

To industry and business tycoons this might sma~k of communism, but to most 

Americans under the plague of Depression it seemed more like an attempt to 

place the common good above private interests. 

In reality Tugwell's rhetoric bespoke more radicalism than he could 

ever have been able to implement in practice. As speech writer and agri 

cultural trouble-shooter, he was often unhappily tempered by Roosevelt, 

Moley, Berle, or one of the Democratic politicians who constantly measured 

the public pulse. Arthur SchleSinger, Jr. summarized the Brain Trusters' 

roles in The Coming of the Ne,. Deal: 
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lfuere Holey was ready to trust business leaders 
as they were, Berle could trust them only as 
they might be--••• To Tug\oJell, even Berle's 
vision of a regenerated business community 
seemed utopian. 

Bu1:., loJhatever the differences--and they vIere 
already growing--Moley, Ber Ie, and Tugwell 
shared the passionate belief that the economic 
order had to be conce~2ed as an organism::'and 
not as a battlefield. 

While these three men comprised the core of the Brain Trust, it would 

be inaccurate to say that Roosevelt relied on no other professionals. 

Conservative Professors H. Parker i1illis and James HarveyyRogers as \'1e11 

as the unorthodox educators Irving Fisher and George f,iar:-en attended Albany 

planning sessions in the spring of 1932. Likewise, Roosevelt invited 

utility expert James Bonbright, public administ~ation student Schuyler 

·~'Jallace, and noted monetary genius John l'1aynard Keynes to have personal 

interviews with him concerning their areas of specialty. Tugwell described 

one such meeting: 

By midnight, when the time came to dash for the 
train to New York; Sam, .tDocll(O'Connor), and I 
would be done in; the visitor( ~lTho would not 
realize fb1"[·some days, in most cases, that he 
had been squeezed dry) would look a trifle 
wilted; and the Governor, scorning further 
questions, would be making pronouncements on 
the subject we had been discussing, waving 63 
his cigarette holder to emphasize his points. 

One man deserves special mention in any study of the Brain Trust and 

he is Samuel I. Rosenman, the man with the envelopes of facts. Having 

first Qoined F.D.R" aboard the Hoboken ferry during the gubernatorial race 

of 1928, Rosenman remained a close advisor, confidante, and chief speech 

v~iter throughout the early days of Roosevelt's presidency. Yet, Rosenman 
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credits his boss, Roosevelt himself, as his teacher: 

He show·ed Rosenman the art of converting a dull 
sheaf of facts into a political speech--how to 
make a speech sparkle with wit and irony, how 
to turn statistics into a br·oadside without 
seeming to use statistics, how tgq,gird details 
around a central dramatic theme. 

Since medium often set the tone for the content of the message, Rosemaan 

deserves a place as first man on the Brain Trust second squad. Moley, 

Berle, and Tugwell provided the facts which Rosenman(often assisted by 

Tu~.ell) wove into rhetorically convincing speeches and radio messages. 

A thin thread of continuity has run through these pages and that is 

contained in the meaning of the term "advisor." Tg)3most important member 

of the Brain Trust was Roosevelt himself. As Rose~~an so succinctly summar 

ized itl 
The President wou]d listen and he would argue. 
When the reasons had all been given, and he had 
heard all our ow~ argumegts, it was he who would 
make the final decision. 5 

If the Brain Trust was not given free reign in the intellectual realm, then 

the theory of a conglomerate intelligence behind the throne is weakened. 

F.D.R. used his advisors extensively, but what degree of influence did they 

have in the final analysis! tilere they political cronies or sidekicks? 

Obviously not! ~{ere they competent, thinking economists and lawyers? 

Unquestionably yes! Were they merely "yes menlt? All evidence seems to in

dicate l· nO.1I In the end I'1oley bolted, Tugwell wrote(After Seven Years) of 

being thwarted in liberal endeavors, and Berle 
j 

s R.F.C. dream never mater

ialized.. Human tensions and ideological disagreements arose among this 

inner circle and multiplied as the ring widened. Moley and Rosenman both 
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agreed that Roosevelt selected professors with points of view akin to his 

. h"' . 1 66 Th' nl t b down t 0 compr~se lS ~nner c~rc e. ~s 0 y seems 0 e goo common 

sense. A leader weak in economics, or any field, would undoubtedly choose 

professionals to advise him whose basic beliefs were in line with his Oim 

individual morals and ideals. The genius of the Brain Trust is not so much 

in their similarities, but in their conflicting interests and personalities 

Roosevelt was a master at playing opposing sides off against each other. 

Through this practice and brainstorming sessions described earlier, he 

gained brief, general overviews and insights into the options open to him. 

The "y<Jhite House staff, the Brain Trusters,in particular, all proposed ideas 

to the President, but the buck stopped at F.D.R:'s desk. No one can doubt 

that he listened. learned, and ,,,eighed their thoughts carefully. However, 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt was the president and the people had eleated him 

to make their decisions. As TU~iell stated it: 

If after their service the members of the Brains 
Trust of 1932 had been inclined to overmagnify 
their contributions to the Nevl Deal( as I thir>.k 
I may say they were not), ample evidence that they 
were merely helpers6~isted in Franklin's already 
formulated program. 
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Conclusions "History" Scrutinizes the Tangible and the Spiritual. 

The t1 coals of disputation" surrounding the fire of tiThe Hundred Days" 

have been kept live by historians. Nor does this thesis douse them lilth 

the liquid of certitude, If history were merely the recounting of dates 

and facts, then surely oonclusions can be gleaned from the concise narra

tion of "Hundred Dayslt legislation in Chapter One. It is precisely because 

of the less tangible elements set forth in Chapter Two that the March 4th 

to June 16th, 1933, period remains so controversial. 

Why study that isolated 105 day period? tV-hat makes this four month 

span of Rooseveltts twelve year administration so historically important? 

Here, packed within the dynamism and legislative whirltdnd of four months 

is the prototype of the five years which followed. In miniature "The Hundr 

Days" was the New Deal. Within its borders were all the elements, both 

tangible and spiritual, which made the first Age of Roosevelt such a contro 

versial period in American History. The rapid-fire, often contradictory 

battery of legislation; the almost daily memos, executive orders, and speec 

from the White House; the optimistic charism of F.D.R. himself, buoyed up b 
u 

the competent expertise of the Brain Trust; all these churned together 

produced a resurrection Gf the American spirit, new hope, new dignity, 

Historian Henry Steele Commager, in conjunction with R. B. Morris, captures 

the me'!lning of these tlHgndred Days, 18 of the NeVl Deal as a whole, and in 

particular of this thesis in his ovm flamboyant style: 

d 

es 
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It is the stuff of good history, this--a leadership 
that was buoyant and dynamic: a large program designed 
to enable the government to catch up with a generation 
of lag and solve the problems that crowded upon it; 
a people quickened into resolution and self-confidence; 
a nation brought to realize its responsibilities and 
its poi;.eJ).tt.alities. How it lends itself to drama! 
The sun rises on a stricken field; the new leader raises 
the banner and waves it defiantly at the foe; his 
follo~..ers cro..;rd about him, armies of recruits emerge 
from the shadows and throng into the ranks; the bands 
play, the flags wave, the army moves forward, and 
soon the sound of battle and the shouts of victory 
are heard in the distance. 

In perspective we can see that it was not quitel~~e 
that, but that ~~ t-Ta""Y II seemed at ~ time..... 
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